HOW SHOULD THE REFEREE CHECK THE DURATION OF A LIFT?

DEDUCTIONS

How should the Referee check the duration of Lifts?

- The lifts should be timed with the stopwatch during the performance as it has been done so far. Then, if there is a lift that is over the permitted time, the Referee must check it on his screen after conclusion of the program and that becomes the official time. If the times are recorded, then a note is made that the lift was electronically checked.

- The sign “>” beside the lift on the “Protocol” means that the lift was over the time limit and it was electronically checked and deduction of 1.00 point is applied.

Lifts exceeding permitted duration - **1.0 point deduction per lift.**

DEDUCTIONS

How should the Referee check the duration of a Lift and apply the “Extended Lift” deduction?

1. Select the Lift you want to time
2. Press the button: “VIDEO TIMER”
3. Use Slidebar to find beginning or end of the Lift
4. Press “START TIME” button
5. Select the respective Lift (7 sec, 10 sec, 12 sec)
6. If the Lift exceeds permitted duration press the button for Extended Lift: „Ext.Lift (-1)>”
7. Press „RETURN“ button to return to the main screen